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IAAAC is an institution of associations of higher educational
institutions of the Russian Federation with the rights of the Certification
Department of the World University, established by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the
Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation. MAAAK is registered
with the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and is a member of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation.
The main objective of the IAAAC is to assist the citizens of Russia
and other countries, taking into account the obligations of Russia as a
country participating in the Bologna Process, in the implementation of the
right to professional certification according to the standards of the
countries of the British Commonwealth and the USA, on the basis of
ISCED, adopted by UNESCO, with the purpose of increasing the
competitiveness of specialists in hiring or promotion, when focusing on
international business cooperation or work in foreign organizations, if any
other considerations, including prestige considerations.
Specialists of all fields of activity can apply for certification at the
IAAAK.
The MAAAK certifies:
- a professional doctorate in a specific field
practical activities;
- for the degree of Philosophy Doctor (PhD);
- for the academic title of professor.
A professional doctor’s degree is awarded for assessing the practical
activities of a specialist, a PhD degree is awarded for evaluating a
dissertation and scientific papers.
Honorary doctorates and title of professor are awarded.
Based on the certification results, diplomas in English and Russian are
issued at the IAAAC. Diplomas are registered and legalized, in
accordance with the international standard, in the Ministry of Justice of
the Russian Federation and in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Russian Federation, are recognized abroad.
In the photo (top to bottom): presentation by the first President of the
IAAAK, Doctor of Technical Sciences, prof., Acad. E.Deshko diploma to
the President of the Russian Academy of Arts, UNESCO Ambassador Z.
Tsereteli, signing by the second President of the IAAAK, Doctor of
Biological Sciences, Professor, Acad. RIA T. Sergeyeva Cooperation
Agreement with the EEEC; Graduation of MAAAK diplomas at the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation; MAAAC
diploma presentation to Samuel Ying, founder of the Tan International
Prize (diploma was handed to B.V. Gusev, Corresponding Member of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, member of the Tan Prize Committee);
Celebrating the 20th anniversary of the IAAAC at the World Trade
Center in Moscow; MAAAC diplomas at the Round Table "Certification
of highly qualified specialists ..." in the Public Chamber of the Russian
Federation.

